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ABSTRACT

This research was conducted to examine the effectiveness of using graphic animation courseware on pre and post test performance achievement in Electronic System 1 subject among students undergoing Certificate of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the Malaysian Ministry of Higher Education Polytechnics. These students have different Cognitive Styles (Field Independent & Field Dependent) and Spatial Visual Abilities (High Visual and Low Visual). The achievement performance of this pre and post test was obtained from students who apply graphic animation courseware (experimental group) and conventional (control group) as their learning styles. The research samples comprised of 138 semester 1 students undergoing Certificate of Electrical and Electronic Engineering in the Department of Electrical Engineering, MOHE polytechnics. Two MOHE polytechnics were involved in this research, which are Central and Southern Zone. The experimental group consisted of students from Southern Zone, while the control group recruited students from Central Zone. Quasi-experimental with 2 x 2 factorial (Cognitive style x spatial visual ability) design was applied using quantitative data. Data collected were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics which are mean, standard deviation, and independent samples T-test. A significant value of 0.05 was set for data reporting. Overall research finding shows that ; there was a significant difference in students achievement with Cognitive Styles of FI, FD, VT and VR where the experimental group were found better than the control group ; there was significant differences in the achievement of students with the characteristics of FIVT, FIVR, FDVT and FDVR where the experimental group showed a better result compared to the control group and ; the elements (Interface Design, Interaction Design, Motivation and User Friendliness) in the Electronic System 1 graphic animation courseware assist in students learning achievement. Overall, graphic animation courseware has the potential to improve students’ achievement where those with the FIVT, FI and VT characteristics, will be benefited most.
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1. **Introduction**

As a rapid advancement in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) that has benefited variety of business activities like agricultures, manufactures, administrative and even academic industry, educator has changed their vocational education method to electronic method (Rozinah, 2000). Technical and Vocational Education (PTV) was then being introduced for purposes of educating students required skills and knowledge (Robiah, 1994). According to Md. Shafiqul & Brauchle (2004), in order to being granted a good opportunity, technical graduates need to attach themselves appropriate working ethics. Hassan (2001) has defined polytechnics as tertiary academic institutions and they hold the responsibilities to contribute country a knowledgeable, skilful and presentable workforce.

1.1 Cognitive skills

According to Cognitive theory, Cognitive skills are the abilities students posed to store and from time to time, recall series of whilom information (Copper, 1998). Rakes (1999) has introduced ‘Dual Coding’ theory that in virtue of multimedia to improve ability of memory power. This theory has further supported by other surveys (Mayer, 1989; Mayer & Gallini1990; Mayer & Anderson, 1991, 1992). Graphic Animation is useful for students that study Electronic System 1 subject for Engineering in Electric & Electronic in Polytechnic KPTM as this subject contain lots of theories and circuits that are hardly to explain verbally, on the other hand require appropriate visual supports to help students gain the insights. Azizi et al. (2005) has defined Cognitive Ability as ways how human arrange and implement mental activities that include represent, compile, acquire, incept, recall and utilize knowledge to acquainted and ravel out problems in orders to be secure under changeful environment. He further separated Cognitive Ability in two that were brilliant and ingenious according to how individual process, arrange and react for information received. As example, although a group of people who share a same knowledge for some circumstances, however, some of them will react very fast while other response slower. A research from Sorby et al., (2005) revealed four factors effecting students learning outcome. They are: Students’ Family Background; Influence of Students’ Accompanier; Students’ Seminary; and Students’ Characters (gender, memory power available, cognitive style, emotion quotient, knowledge obtained, and study methods). Students have their own study methods in memorizing, obtaining, remembering information. Researches by Yu-Ping (1997); Liu & Reed (1994); Jonassen & Hannum (1988) and Messick (1976) supported that Cognitive Ability dominate students’ study methods. Another research from Tinajero & Paramo (1997) found that students who pose Field Independent will score good results for all subjects.

1.2 Field Independent-Dependent

Witkin et al., (1977) defined two types of Cognitive Ability into Field Independent (FI) and Field Dependent (FD). This statement was then further elaborated by Azizi et al., (2005) that individual who poses Field Dependent will incline in looking at elements than oversee the whole full picture. They like to focus on one aspect in a situation, imagine globally, able to work well in group, have good memory power in social information and show interest in literature and history subject. On the other hand, individual who poses Field Independent will incline in dismantle an issue into small parts to better analyse every component in detail. They not much interest, and yet they are not so good in social activities, but they are full of enthusiasm about mathematics and analysis-related activities. However, both Field Independent and Field Dependent share a common nature that they are able to score good result and explore their potential by computer based learning method (Parkinson & Redmond, 2002).

1.3 Visualization Skill

Visualization skill is the second ability to decide the effectiveness of ‘Dual Coding’ theory. Utilization of visual system through animation technique provides a potential to build up visualization skill (McCusison, 1991; Wiley, 1990) especially for those dynamic subjects (Lewalter, 2003). As examples, a research about ‘Molecule Concept’ found that teaching with animation graphics will improve students’ retentivity than teaching without graphics (Norton & Sprague, 2001). Furthermore, a research carried out in Polytechnic...
Sultan Ahmad Syah found that animation courseware will improve students comprehending in electric & electronic subject (Saifullizam & Sahairil, 2004). Other findings from researches in animation applications for Chemical subject have also concluded that animations are effective in improving students understanding about the subject (Sanger, 2000; Russel et al., 1997; Sanger & Greenbowe, 1997).

Dynamic visual information presentations through animation are more effective than using statistical graphics (Rieber, 1989) and texts (Hays, 1996). It is because computerized animation techniques help students to build their visual ability that able to clearly imagine processes of transformation or deportation of objects in sequence (Lewalter, 2003; Zsombor-Murray, 1990). There were several researches proofed that students who learned through animation will show a better understanding and comprehending than other student that underwent statistical graphics (Beak & Layne, 1998; Reiber, 1991; McCuistion, 1991).

1.4. Multimedia Courseware

A research carried out by Yea (1999) indicated that combination of animation, texts and sounds will effectively improve student learning outcome. Multimedia hold two advantages that are more reflexive learning material developed and more flexible study schedule (Najjar, 1996). Computer based multimedia courseware hold an interactive superiority to activate students’ learning activities at all ages (Sewell, 1990). The more dynamic an interactive activity, the more active students’ will behave in their learning processes (Toh, 1999). Through an active learning process, lots of advantages like better attention, prolong memorization, speed up learning process, and higher motivation will be achieve (Cotton, 1995; Reimer, 1992).

Baharuddin (2000) proposed that utilization of education technology supplements will improve effectiveness in teaching and learning processes as it demanded participation of seeing (75%); hearing (13%); touching (6%); feeling (3%) and smelling (3%). Multimedia Courseware pedagogy will magnetize students’ sensations into their learning processes. In detail, students’ vision, audition, feeling and mind are concentrated actively while they are ongoing their learning process (Vaughan, 1998). Among sensations discussed, vision is the most important sensation and holds the most impact in students’ learning process.

Computer animation being defined as continuous changing in series of graphics along with timing and titles organized before (Park & Gittleman, 1992). Reiber & Hannafin (1998) defined animation as alteration of moving illustrations on computer screen. Sundberg (1998) defined computer animation as inflection of colour, brightness, size and shapes. While according to Jamalludin & Zaidatun (2000), animation represents processes of moving static images with variety of features. Besides, computerized animation can be presented by second dimension or third dimension. However, animations present in third dimension require higher and complex cognitive power.

1.5. Graphic Animation Courseware

One of the advantages of computerized animation is it able to clarify and simplify dynamic information to students (Norton & Sprague, 2001; Hays, 1996; Hofstetter, 1994; Reiber, 1991). There were several researches summed out effectiveness of computerized animation in deliver information, commentate abstracted concepts, draw attention, increase interest and motivation, neutralize dangerous or sensitive subjects and present complex information in little time (Lin & Dwyer, 2004; Doyle, 2001; Chan Lin, 2000; Horton & William, 1995; Niesen, 1995; Reiber, 1990). Researches also concluded animation will effective in presenting academic compendiums than text form (Hays, 1996), students don’t need to repeatedly reading their textbooks to look for important points or understand what are the whole paragraph or topic discuss about (Catrambone & Seay, 2002; Brown et al., 1977). In short, animations ease up students’ cognitive processes in presenting them clear and direct curriculums that will reduce demand in information process and memorization wastage (Reiber & Kini, 1991).

According to Clark & Taylor (1994), separate curriculums into components will relief students’ cognition tensions for their studies. As it, animation courseware should include control buttons to separate curriculums into portions to allow students receive information according to their own cognitive ability. Besides, animation courseware will help students in controlling their time interacting with courseware. More time
spent with interaction process, more effective students will memorize information (Slater & Dwyer, 1996). Presenting information partially were concluded effective in educating students as they are more concentrate and allow to fully interact with information presented by animation (Fong, 2001).

Carpenter & Just (1992) and Safuan & Fong (2003) have found that graphic animation will improve students’ academic achievements, another research from Ahmad Rizal & Jailani (2005) further supported students as machines that require ability to process and store important information for future usage. Besides, Charp (1996) stated multimedia courseware will attract students’ attention, increase their curiosity, increase motivation and advocate creativity. Base on the statements, Safuan & Fong (2003) have concluded the effectiveness of animation as concepts are abstracted clearly and interactively to increase students’ mastery for their studies.

1. Method

2.1. Research Objective

Purpose of this research is to confirm and develop models to test effectiveness of Graphic Animation Courseware on students that pose different Cognitive Style (FI & FD) and Spatial Visual Ability (VR & VT) that undertake Electronic System 1 subject in Engineering in Electric & Electronic course at polytechnic KTPM.

2.2. Procedure

There was total population (N) of 220 students involved as respondents that undergoing their semester one: Engineering in Electric & Electronic 1 for Certificate in Electric & Electronic Engineering in two polytechnic that were Politeknik Johor Bahru (PJB) dan Politeknik Port Dickson (PPD). Actual samples for this research were 138 students. Respondents were given a Group Embedded Figure Test (GEFT) (Witkin et al., 1997) to identify their Cognitive Style (FI & FD) and Spatial Visual Ability Test (SVAT) (Maizam, 2002) to identify their Spatial Visual Ability (VT & VR). After that, respondents were divided into Control Group and Treatment Group according to results they scored. Each group contained four sub-groups that were FIVT, FIVR, FDVT and FVTR as shown in Graph 1 below.

Graph 2.1: Factorial Quasi Eksperiment 2 x 2

Pre-test and post test were given to both Control Group and Experimental Group to make sure all respondents shared same level of knowledge. For Experimental Group, respondents received three months graphic animation courseware-based pedagogy. Subsequently, the group were required to sit in post test. Independent Variable for this survey is Graphic Animation Courseware and Dependent Variable is discrepancy in results between respondents’ pre-test and post test they underwent. A same method was employed on Control Group as well. Respondents from Control Group undertook their pre-test, followed by three months Conventional-based pedagogy. Photocopies and PowerPoint presentation were introduced.
to this group as attractive elements. After their learning processes, they were required to sit for their post-test as well. Independent Variable for this survey is Conventional Pedagogies and Dependent Variable is discrepancy in results between respondents’ pre-test and post test they took.

2.3. Test Instruments

Instrument for GEFT contained three parts that were exercises as part I and another nine items as part II and part III. This GEFT test has a total number of 18 items for respondents to identify complex geometric shapes. Instruments were designed visually and respondents were only need to read through instructions. Respondents who recognized more geometric shapes were categorised as FI while respondents who cannot recognized geometric shapes were categorised as FD (Hansen, 1995). Credibility of this instrument were proofed by several research years ago and were employed by Ennjoo & Doohun (2005) for their research in identifying relation between students’ Cognitive Style and their aspect like behaviour, experience, and online-learning technology.

The second instrument employed for this research to distinguish respondents’ Visual Ability was Spatial Visual Ability Test (SVAT). It was once employed by Somchai et al., (2005) that has revealed a significant difference in increased academic result from students who posed high visual ability among Experimental Group and Control Group. Besides, another research contributed by Nor Hanisha et al., (2006) also discovered effectuality of Graphic Animation Courseware in improving both High Visualization and Low Visualization students’ academic results. This test contained 29 questions and organized into three parts. Part I contained 10 questions about cube construction, part II included 11 questions about Engineering Drawing and part III was comprised by 8 questions about Average Mental Ability.

Both Pre-test and Post-test required respondents to answer in written form as this form is the most regular used in testing students’ Cognitive Style (Bott, 1996). Two types of questions were prepared. First types was ‘Fill in the Blank’ that was proofed effective in testing students’ knowledge (Oosterlof, 1999; Bott, 1996; McMillan, 1997; Kubiszyn & Borich, 1996); while second type was Essay Writing was suitable to test students’ Cognitive Style in a higher complexity level (Oosterlof, 1999; Bott, 1996; McMillan, 1997; Kubiszyn & Borich, 1996; Williams, 2000). The purposes of these pre-test and post test were to probe into student’s academic achievements differentiated by their Cognitive Style (FI & FD) and Spatial Visual Ability (VT & VR) for their subject System Electronic 1 after underwent their studies (Graphic Animation Courseware or Conventional Pedagogy).

2. Results

Table 1 below brought forth research result for test and significant level. Hypothesis null being rejected as value p was less than significant level, α (p= 0.000 < 0.05). As a result, there was significant difference in mean score that indicated an improvement in achievement test for students who posed FIVT in Experimental Group and Control Group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Significant (2 end)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>72.1842</td>
<td>4.79934</td>
<td>4.483</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>7.44786</td>
<td>p&lt;0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 below showed research result for test and significant level. Hypothesis null being rejected as value p was less than significant level, α (p= 0.000 < 0.05). It concluded a significant difference in mean score to support an improvement in achievement test for students who posed FIVR in Experimental Group and Control Group.
Table 2: Academic Achievement Analysis for FIVR Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Significant (2 end)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>54.8824</td>
<td>9.79083</td>
<td>7.126</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37.0882</td>
<td>3.18314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 below also revealed the research result for t-test and significant level. For this analysis, hypothesis null being rejected as well since value p was less than significant level, α (p= 0.000 < 0.05), and threw out a significant difference in mean score to vouch for an improvement in achievement test for students who posed FDVT in Experimental Group and Control Group.

Table 3: Academic Achievement Analysis for FDVT Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Significant (2 end)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58.7500</td>
<td>7.25259</td>
<td>7.176</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43.4375</td>
<td>4.50139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lastly, table 4 below furnished out research result for t-test and significant level. Hypothesis null has being rejected as value p was less than significant level, α (p= 0.001 < 0.05) and asserted a significant difference in mean score for improvement in achievement test for students who posed FDVR in Experimental Group and Control Group.

Table 4: Academic Achievement Analysis for FDVR Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Significant (2 end)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33.8611</td>
<td>6.87666</td>
<td>3.845</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26.3824</td>
<td>4.24091</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Discussion

System Electronic 1 contains lots of theories and operational circuits that are hardly to elaborate by textbooks. From this research, an increase of academic performance has turn up by using Graphic Animation Courseware. It clearly shown that animation courseware is effective for teaching and learning processes that included flocks of theories that hardly elaborate and comprehend conventionally by Engineering students.

Analysis indicated a significant statistical difference for improvement in achievement test among Control Group and Experimental Group that posed Field Dependent (FD) Cognitive Style. Mean score calculated has mirrored out students in Experimental Group with FD that underwent their studies by Graphic Animation Courseware have worked out better result than another group of students with FD that studied conventionally. Outcome of this research found corresponded with result proposed by Taylor (1980) in narrated attractiveness of animation courseware will increase Field Dependent students’ motivation as it contain variety of components and charts for commendations.

Besides, result also revealed a significant improvement for students who posed high Spatial Visual Ability that underwent Graphic Animation Courseware pedagogy. Final mean score has declared effectiveness of the courseware to improve high Spatial Visual Ability students in their subject Electronic System 1. According to Mayer & Sims (1994), Spatial Visual Ability helps students to overlook objects, ponder in two or three dimension, and imagine configuration of the object. Hence, students who posed high Spatial Visual Ability are able to master imagination strategy than students with low Spatial Visual Ability.
Another analysis has carried out to identify any significant difference between students with low Spatial Visual Ability from Control Group that received conventional pedagogy and Experimental Group that received Graphic Animation Courseware. Result revealed a significant difference among two groups, and proofed the effectiveness of Graphic Animation Courseware in improving students with low Spatial Visual Ability to dominate their Electronic System 1. A research from Mayer & Sims (1994) stated that students with low Spatial Visual Ability will face difficulties in process and being benefited from animation than those students who posed high Spatial Visual Ability. Utilization of Graphic Animation Courseware will invite more than one sensation like vision, hearing, tactual, and mind from students to participate actively. It will hence bring a positive impact towards their learning process.

Refer to analysis discussed, it is clear to distinguish a significant difference in achievement test among Control Group and Experimental Group regardless what Cognitive Style or Spatial Visual Ability (FIVT, FIVR, FDVT and FVTR) they posed. These four combinations Cognitive Style and Spatial Visual Ability from Experimental Group coherently scored a higher Mean score than Control Group. In consequence, Graphic Animation Courseware is effective to improve students’ academic performance by combining animations, texts and sound as part of teaching materials in order to profound their memorization process (Yea Ru Chuang, 1999).

Another finding of this research has verdict Graphic Animation Courseware as a pedagogy that will help instructors to pump up students’ interest and attract their attention to learn. Furthermore, students are able to repeat topics they went through to further comprehend the knowledge and bear in their remembrance. Interest and motivation will lead a person to success. High interest and motivation turn up by students will directly result in higher academic achievements. Graphic Animation Courseware will increase students’ interest and motivation by allows them to receive feedback almost at once and positively encourages them to submit their answers. Moreover, Graphic Animation Courseware confers students a higher interaction and involvement experience. Finding of this research was found similar with Saifullizam & Sahairil (2004) that proposed utilization of animation for Multimedia Courseware will motivate students in their learning process.

This research also covered effectiveness of elements of Graphic Animation Courseware for Electronic System 1 in improving students’ learning progress. Overall, elements researched Interface Design, Interaction Design, Motivation and User Friendliness) have concluded that students were not facing any problems in using Graphic Animation Courseware for their teaching and learning processes. Purpose of using these elements in Graphic Animation Courseware is to increase message delivering quality and objective achievement rate. Graphic Animation Courseware allow students to learn aggressively as they find less hardness in comprehend theories, faster feedback, and easy to emphasis key points. Results were be analogous to findings from Hannafin & Hooper (1989) that stated utilization of multimedia elements will improve teaching and learning activities to more interesting, attracting, and efficient. Another finding from Khairul Hisham (2003) and Stephenson (1994) were found precisely the same as this research that equally concluded Graphic Animation Courseware will shorten time required by students to master their studies.

Lastly, this research revealed Graphic Animation Courseware was strongly effective in improving students’ overall academic achievements in Electronic System 1. Consideration about individual differences should be count in when designing courseware or educational software. Multimedia should design to match individual learning method and information processing manner. Multimedia courseware should be customized to target groups to maximize information deliver by users. Graphic Animation Courseware that used in this research has shown its effectiveness in simplifying topic semiconductor that was said the most difficult among, where operation process of circuits and components were hardly understood by observing by eyes. Ultimately, utilization of Graphic Animation Courseware will improve overall students’ academic achievements for their subject Electronic System 1 in polytechnic KPTM. Proper utilization of multimedia elements will appropriate animation presentation will activate individuals’ visual and verbal channel in mind and enhance obtaining, processing and storing of information. In addition, factors of individual difference in terms of Cognitive Style (FI & FD) and Spatial Visual Ability (VT & VR) also serve as factors that will effect students’ academic achievements who receiving Graphic Animation Courseware pedagogy.
4. Conclusion

Based on the result obtained, it is clearly shown that Graphic Animation Courseware has effectively improved students’ academic performance for their subject Electronic System 1 in polytechnic KPTM. It revealed features of Cognitive Style (FI & FD) and Spatial Visual Ability (VT & VR) posed by students also will impact effectiveness of Graphic Animation Courseware. Students that posed their own styles and abilities in FI, FD, VT, VR, FIVT, FIVR, FDVT and FDVR will reflected different academic achievements resulted from Graphic Animation Courseware that has slotted into their learning processes. These distinctions have to be highlighted to prevent any students being leftover from bestead of Graphic Animation Courseware. As it, curriculum planners from Curriculum Development Division, JPPKK, and KPTM should take in consideration for students’ interpersonal factors that are Cognitive Style (FI & FD) and Spatial Visual Ability (VT & VR) when design Educational Graphic Animation Courseware. Besides, this research is important for Curriculum Development Division, JPPKK, and KPTM as pioneer to set up Graphic Animation Courseware for other Engineering subjects in polytechnic KPTM. It also serves as encouragement and revelation for instructors to further improve their technological knowledge and competency skills. Lastly, Graphic Animation Courseware Pedagogy concluded as another alternative for a more productive and better quality in technical education.
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